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INTRODUCTION

The discovery';: development , and use of anesthes i a has
p l ayed a major role. in the advanc enent of surger= .

li. S

a re-

sult of the use of anesthes i a , the sur geon has been "l ble to extend his field of usefulness and hence bring more and gr eater
benefit s to humanity .
It is not probable that either sur e ery or anesthes i a have
reached their limit s of perfection, but as the s cience of anesthesia becomes more perfected , greater ac hievement in sur-gery b ecome possible .

'fhe idea l anesthetic has probr• bly not

yet been us ed , but the i ntravenous method represents a revolution or a change from the usual method of anesthesia and as suc h
is worthy of consideration.
This naper will dea l with i ntravenous cnesthesia with part icular emphasis on narc os i s produced by the use of short- ac t ine
barbiturates , s ince i t is the cons ensus of op inion that t he •; " re
t he best drugs ava ilable f or this purpos e at the nresent t ime .
It is hoped by this paper t o show that the intravenous
method of anesthe s i a has a definite place r:i.nd should be used .
It is not attempt ed to nrove that i nt ravenous anesthesia should
replace all other types of anesthes i a , but rather that it i s an
equal having cert2 in advrmt r-iges and disadvant ages , and its us e
should deuend on the oper ation and on the natient .
-1-

HISTORY OF 1\.NESTHESIA
From the earliest of times man has sought f or the relief
of pain and in particul a r that of surgicel o ieration . (1)

The

first operation which took plac e under anesthesia is recorded
in the Bible v1hen the Lord God caused a deep sleeu to fall
unon Adam and during the sleep removed on of his ribs . (2)
In the ea rly days before the advent of anest hesia oper ations were f ew and when performed t hey were drifficult and horri f y ing .
ant .

The pat ient vrould be strapned dovm and held by an ass ist -

The patii.ent would feel the entire operation unless he was

fortunate enough to f·1int early , and deaths from shock were not
uncormnon .
One of the earliest forms of anes thesia was that pr acticed
by the anc ient Assyrians who used compression of the carotid
arteries to render the operation of circumcision Da inless . (1)
Hua Tu , the f ather of Chinese surgery , is still worshiPned
in many of the t empl es throughout China as t he God of i:. ,urger~, .
He was born about l f. O A . D . and vms a scholar and a surgeon .
operat ions a.re said t o have be en quite extensive .

His

His patients

'!ere given a secret draught which r endered them uncons c ious during the operation . (1)
Medicinal herbs , such as b_vocyamus , mandragora , opium , and
hemp , were undoubtedly used t o le rs en or r emove the pain of sur- 2-

gery; illustrati ons of this are found in some of the fifteenth
century books on surgery . (1)
Other drugs were given by inhalation from the "narcotic
sponges . " A fresh sponge was soal;:ed in extracts of the medicants ,
mixtures of onium , hyoscyamus , mulberry juice, lettuce, hemlock ,
mandragora, and ivy and then dried . (3)

When required for anes -

thetic purposes it was dinned in a warm vnter solution and then
held up t o the nose of the patient , who according t o repute fell
into a deep s l eep .

From the ninth to the f ift eenth c entury there

are references to them by German , French, and Italian and Spanish
surgeons . (l }
In the thirteenth century Hugo De Lucca employed mandragora
as a general anesthetic , and his method vras described by his c:;on ,
Theodoric .

Dioscorides recommended it in surgical operati ons

or cauterization . (3)

Even as l ate as 1847, Dauriol recorded

five cas es in which he had carefully and successfully employed
this method of bringing insens ibility about during operat ions;
however , it has been i rnposs ible to reproduce these results in
modern times . (1)
Marguerite Louise Baur in 1927 experimented with narcotic
sponges in Professor Wild ' s l aborator:r in Geneva att empting to
reproduce the results fo:vmerly reported .

Small narcotic sponges

made a ccording to the old formul a were placed under a bell jar
in which there vms placed a guinea pig ; even nfter nine hours
-3-

no narcotic effect was produced although the suonges had been
subjected to heat to nromote further evanoration. (1)
In 1789 Benjamin Bell mentions an instrument, proposed
by Mr. James Moore of London, which was a screw clamp, like a
tornquet which was to compress the peripheral nerves so com
pletely as to render the na:rts beneath altogether insensible;
however, it was found that the pain of the instrument itself
was to great to be borne. (1)

This method of nerve pressure

does not seem to be original.

Loss of sensation in particular

parts by long continued pressure on the trunks of nerves supply
ing them was formerly sometimes resorted to, the first to intro
duce the practice being Am.brose Pare, father of French surgery
who died Dec. 20, 1859. (4)
Anesthesia

8

s now known, owes its origin to the discovery

of by�Dogen by Cavendish in 1772 and of oxygen and nitrous ox
ide by Priestly in 1774.

The medical nrofession soon tried using

these gases by inhalation for the treatment of disease.

In 1798

Dr. Beddoes opened up a "Pneumatic Institute" where he treated
pulmonary tuberculosis and other diseases by the inhalation of
gases and vapors. (1)

Humphrey Davy was his assistant, and stud

ied the action of the various gases on uatients and on himself.
One day while suffering from the pain of cutting wisdom teeth,
he inhaled nitrous oxide on three occasions and found that he
-4-
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temporarily relieved of pain.

In 1800 he published a book,

"Researched, Chemical and Philosophical, chiefly concerning
Nitrous Oxide. " (5)

In the book �e stated, ttas nitrous oxide

in its extensive operation appears capable of destroying physical pain, it may probably be used with advantage during surgical operations in which no great effusion of blood takes place."
(6)

This suggestion was not �ted upon in surgery for another

forth-two years. (l)
In 1824 Henry Hill Hickman, an English surgeon published· a
pamphlet describing his use of nitrous oxide in dog surgery.

His

work was treated with sceptism and little accepted. (1)
During the first half of the nineteenth century- there were
people who traveled about the country lecturing in public on
chemistry. It was the custom to invite people from the audience
up on the stage to inhale nitrous oxide or ether vapors in order
to produce exhileration, excitement and mirth-provoking antics.
Owing to the pleasa.nti sensations produced by the inhalation of
these gases it became popular sport and entertainment in this
country for the young people to have parties for this purpose;
these were termed "ether frolics."

To these ether frolics is

owed the discovery of surgical anesthetics.

On March 30, 1842,

Dr. Crawford Williamson Long of jefferson Georgia administered
ether to James Venable for the purnose of removing a cyst from
the)>ack of the neck. Venable was chosen as he wished a pain-5-

l

less operation and was fond of and a c customed t o the inhalation
of ether .

Although Long used ether a number of times he di d not

make any a ~tempt to cmmnunicate his results to others .
No further advanc e was made until 1844 , when Horac e Wells ,
a dentist of Hartford , Conn . attended a lecture by Dr . Gardner
Colton on nitrous ox ide and other gases .

Wells notic ed that

during a demonstration of "·laughing gas " the uatient had struck
and inj ured hi s leg without pab .

,fell s had Dr . Colton adminis-

ter the laughing gas to him while Dr . John M. Ri ggs extracted an
a chi ng molar tooth .

The extraction w s performed 'Ja i nl essl v and

Wells began to use the method in hi s Dractice . t 1)
Hypnotism of s ome k ind had heen practic ed for c enturi es by
the Egypt i ans , Pers i ans , and Hindus .

In 1661, Greatrakes, "the

Irish Stroker", produc ed magnetic s leeu b7 strok ing and rn.ri.king
passes over the patients face .

In 177 6 Mesmer , a Swiss , evolved

his theory of "ani mal magnetism."

He undertook to cure di seases

by it and founded a hosu ital in Pari s .

In 178 5 a Royal Co:mm.i ss ion

inquired into his methods and decided they were unworthv of belief .
Esdaile, in India , employed mesmerism ext ensivel y as a means of
producing insensibility to nain during onerat ions .

He cla imed t o

have performed not less than seventy- three T)a inless oner at ions
under mesmeri sm. (1)
In 1846 William T. Morton obt a ined s ome chemic1lly pure -ether
on the advic e of Dr . C. T. J a cks on, a chemist , and tried it on dogs
- 6-

and then on himself. A tew days later a natient, Eben Frost,
asked Morton to mesmerize him and extract a tooth.

Morton

persuaded him he knew a better method, gave ether to inhale and
extracted the tooth.
him to

try

Dr.

Warren a well know surgeon requested

it on a surgical operation.

This was done September 30,

1846 on Gilbert Abbott at the Massachusetts General Hospital.

It

was so successful that the experiment was repeated and the news
spread rapidly over the world. (1)
A Dr. J. Y. Simpson of Edenburgh was exnerimenting with
other substances besides ether to use for a �olatile anesthetic
when Dr. Waldie, a chemist at the Liverpool Apothecaries Co.
gested the trial of chloroform. (1)

sug

Chloroform was first used for

an operation at the Royal Infirmary, Ed nburgh, on November 15,
1847. (5)

Chloroform was a great success to start with, however

deaths eoon occurred soon. There arose quite a controversy over
the relative merits of ether and chloroform also during labor, and
it is still being used in that manner by some.
The next real advance was in 1884 when Koller demonstrated
the anesthetic properties of cocaine given by injection •• Cocaine
the alkaloid of coca leaves had been discovered b� Nieman in 1859,
and its analgesieproperties were demonstrated by Schraff in 1852.
The hypodermic syringe was introduced by Alexander Wood in
1853; but it ?ms not until 1859 that a cutting �oint
duced in the needle by Charles Hunter. (1)
-7-

was

intro

The intravenous method of anesthesia is the newe s t and "1 robable the most int er esting met hod Et our dis oosal .

A variety of

drugs have been us ed for producing comolete nne st hesia b v the
intravenous route of injection, but in man a limited numb er a re
s atisfact ory .

The first successful intravenous ane t hesia in man

wa s a ccomplished in 1872 by Ore, of Lyons (7) , who administered
chlora l hydrate by t his route .

.: ..fter it had been tried in 51 caseE;

there were fatalat ies, and the method wa s iafu;l.nd'ouoo .
In 1910, however , the met hod nas revived by Fedorow, of Petrograd , who us ed Hedona l i.n a ¢ . 75% solution . (8)

However , Hewer

( 9 ) in his book st ·,t es that Hedonal wa s abandoned owing to its
prolonged ef fect and marked f c.'. ll in blood pres sure .
The next a gent to be used intravenously for anesthesia w~s
ether .

Its use in man -was introduced by Burchart and in 1911 Kumm-

el at the Berlin Surgical Congres s reported ninety cas es .

A 5%

solution of et her in norma l s a line wa s used . (10)
The use of paraldehyde as an intravenous anesthetic was introduced in 1913 .
In 1920 s omnifene w2.s used intravenously for anesthetic purposes in Franc e . (11)

The agent wa s abandoned after a f a irly ex-

tensive tria l because of unplensant complicat ions . (1)
Other drugs were then being tried in rapid succession in a n
effort to find one suitable for the production of anesthes i a b"
the intravenQ.US route .

In 1924 i pr a l wa s tried . (~2) Pernocton
- 8-

was introduced in 1927 and avert in in 1929, however, all these
drugs have proved to be unsatisfactory f or intravenous means of
producing anesthesia and consequently their use was discontinued .
(13)
Interest in intravenous anesthesia rras once again raised when
Zerfas (14) used s odium amytal intravenously .

Later its use was

given up, as it was found that the blood pressure and respirations
were greatly depressed .

The :period for nost-op erat ive unconscious-

ness was too long and respiratory com'1lications were more frequent
than with the inhalat ion method . ( 1)
About this same time Dr. Miguel Garcia Martin int roduced the
use of intravenous anesthes i a by means of ethyl a lcohol .

Hi s

reasons f or the u se of ethyl alcohol was that is dissolves linoids
and penetrated by endosmosis the nrotoplasm of the nerve cells
hindering their metabolism. (15)
No really sat i sfactory drug vras found for int ravenous anesthesia until the introduction of evipal s oluble in 1932, and followed
by pentothal in 1934 . (17) (16 )
At the Mayo Cl~mic , Rochester , Mi nnes ota , the i nt r avenous use
of s odium amytal was started on April 19 , 1929 and the use of evial s odium on Deoembe:r l:JS , 1933. (18)

Pentothal sodium rras intro-

duc ed by Lundy as an intravenous anesthetic f or the first time on
June 18 , 1934.
-9-

CHEMISTRY AFD PH-\Pl'.AC0L0GY
The i deal anesthetic for use in surr,ery and in '1articular
minor surgery is one that meets the following q_ualific at ions;
(1)

Anesthes i a must be induced wit h speed and yet with
comfort to the patient .

( 2)

It must have a reasonab le ma r gin of safety .

(3 )

After effects must be nomina l .

(4)

Its administrat ion should not be too comp licated .

(5}

It should , if pos s ible, be non- explosive . (19)

It is only rec ently with the introduction of truly short
acting drugs , suc h ::i s evipa l soluble and ')er..t othl'l l s odium, that
rea lly satisfactory intravenous anesthesia ha s been obt3. ined . (20)
Evipal s oluble is the s odhun salt of n- met. hyl cyclo-hexeny lmethyl ba rbituric acid .
water should be used) .

It dissolves freely in Hater (distd..lled
Pentothal s odium is the s odium s8 lt of

etbyl ( 1-methyl buty l) thi obarbituric a cid .

Sodium eth;-rl 1-methul

buty l thi obarbituric acid (pentot hal s odium , a l s o ca lled ba rbiturate No . 8064 ) i s a s lightly yellowish , crysta lline powder ,
rapidly s oluble in water , yielding a lemon-colored s olution with
an ob jectiona l odor resembling garlic .

It is supDlied in ampules

conta ining one gram. (21 }
Solutions of the s olium s alt of ethyl (1-methyl butyl'
thiobarbituric acid a re r ather unst able, being decomposed quite
completel y at the end of t hirty-six hours at s ixty degrees .
-10-

The

sulfur in the pent otha l ap-pea rs t o a c cel era te its d estruct.ion
i n the body . ( 22 )
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2

Both drugs ,, re thought t o be br oken dovm in the body by
the liver and are not excreted as such in the uri ne .
can be fo1.IDd in the body aft er three houvs .
R.

c.

Little

( 20)

Adams (23) states , "Theoretica lly , the drug should

not be used in the presenc e of hepatic 1insufficiency , as it i s
b el ieved that the drug i s detoxified in the liver .

I have not

be en aware of any cumulr-tive effect in coses i n which the hepatic
fun ction has be en subnormal .

I do think it advisable as yet to

withhold its use when there is definit el y marked hepatic dd:sease . "
Carraway (24 ) did liver funct ion tests on one hundred C8se s
t o whom he gav e pent othal s odium.

The Quick hi ppuric a cid test

was done the day of operation and t hen every day for ten days .
He found no drop i n liver func tion , though most of these tests
were done on pat ients who were j aundiced or had liver damage .
';rhis method of anesthes i a has the advantae-;e of cr using
a patient t o traverse from the first stage to the midst of t he
third stage of anesthes i a with a 1;eriod of one to three minutes .

Such rapidity of action i s an imnrovement over the five

t o fifteen minut e period r equired for inhal at ion anesthetics t o

;,$~ eff.lect . (25)
Pratt , Tatum , Hathawr:: y , and Waters (26 ) have exp eri mented
with ev i pal and pent othal ph,n-rnacologica lly on anima ls .

:fuini mal

letha l dose (M. L . D. ) is cons idered as th11t dose which canses
death i n f ifty per c ent of the animals .
-12-

Minimal ef fectiv e dose (M. E . D. ) i s that dose which produces s light yet definite mus cular at ony in f ifty per c ent of
animals .
The period of induc t ion is the t i me i nterva l between the
moment of inj ect ion and the Appearance of depre ss ion .
On rabbits the M. E . D. was found to be hro to t en miB.igr ams per k ilogram .
per k ilogram. (26)

'rhe M. L. D. was thirty- five milligr ams
I

This differ ence shows quite a f a ctor of

safety between the dose required to produc e anesthesia ,,nd t he
lethal dose .
Given intravenousl y in dogs the M. L. D. was thirty to
thirty- five milligrams per k ilogram wit h about half that amount
needed f or sati sfa ctory ane sthesia .

In comparis on, the minimal

lethal dose of evipal i s f orty-five to f ifty mi l ligrams per k ilogram , but as l ar ger doses are r equire d t o nr oduce an esthe s i a , the
r atio of safety i s s lightly favorable to -1entoth1- l.
1

Thomas (25) did blood studies on f ifteen ca ses .

( 21 )

Hi s results

point· to little or no chnnge n it h t he use of eviua l or pentothal .
, In t vm ca ses t here was s light i ncrease in the blood suga,t, which
returned to normal with four hours aft er operation .

There vms

no hemolysis or change in blood clotting with the u se of these
agents .
.!Another observat ion was made on the red and whit e count s ,
hemoglobin determination , @ii'ferent.i a l count on pat d.e:nt s before,
- 1:3-

at,'.ter , and during the administ r at ion of pentotha l and evipal.

AVERAGE BLOOD ANALY~3IS Dr 25 NORMAL CASES

Blood Sugar

N. P. N.

Uric Acid

M~ .

M&!!·

Mp.:m.

Before Operation

96 . 3

31 . 2

4.5

Aft er Operation

95 . 6

31 . 3

4.8

Creat i nin
Mgm.

Coagulation
'11 ime
Minutes

Bleeding
Time
Minutes

Before Operation

1.2

After Operat ion

1. 2

During

4.0

3.8

3. 5

3. 5

Tak en From Carraway (24 )
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i[t 1:vas found that these agents do not effect the blood
in any ,my or manner .

Ca2.•raway ( 24) also did s ome blood

analysi s in twenty-five cases to whom he administered intraven<e>us anesthes i a 2nd his findings arc presented in a
chart which shall be included in this paper .
The blood uressure in 'l'ho!Il8.s ' s ( 25) series of cases
showed a drop varying from eight to fe~ty millimeters .

The

amount of drop depends upon the rapidity of administrat ion of
the agent , on the a7lount of agent used, and on the length of
operat ion.

The more rapid the administration and the greater

the amounts of drug being used , the greater the fall in blood
pressure . (25 )

The pulse always increased from eight to thirt

beats per minute .
In the electrocardiograms studied one fails to find on;:r
mar}~ed deleterious effect upon the myocardium or the system
of the heart from the standp oint of electrocardiographic records alone , is es sentially the report given by Thonas . (25)
He made seventeen trials in which he took electrocardiograms,
and found that they revealed no deviation from normal in the
Q,- R-S , P-R intervals or the T v1ave when pent othal or evipal
were used intrav enously to produce surgica l narcosis .
There is some difference of opinion however , for Gruber ( 27 ,)
found that in experimental ani:mnls the thiobarbiturated caused
alternate ventricular rhythm, with a premature vent ricula r con- 15-

traction alt ernated with a normal beat .

Epinephrin in those

cases restored the norrnal rbytbm .
Veal and Reynolds a lso give a different idea as to the
a ction of these drugs on the heart .

Ac cording to them repeated

ad.ministration of small amounts , suffici ent to maintain light
anesthes i a , suddenly produc es s igns of heart muscle poisoning .
They state that there seems to be a definite curnulati ve a ction .
Whether this i s due to damage t o the liver tissue, or whether
the drug is changed to s impler , l arger dose , end longer a cting
forms (diethyl babbiturate) .

Veal states that he is not nre-

pared to state , but he goes on to s ;:, y that the longer the administration is cont i nued , the more does the threat seem t o
shift to the more fatal circulatory f orm.
.Preliminary medic ation with morphine sulphate-, with atropine , or with the two combined , a ffec t the heart by prolonging
an increased r,:. te .

Patients receiving atrop ine showed this

effect constant l y .

Card i ac irrefularities already nresent we:re

not altered by the drugs used in this method of anesthes i a . ( 28 )
Thomas (25) a l s o reports that nat ients occ usionally had
hiccoughs during intravenous narcosis~

This is practically

a lways overcome b v deep pressure on the vagus .

This T)roduces

inhibition respiration by stimulation of the vagi .
According to Thomas (25) when one of five cubic centimeters
of evipal or p ent othal were in jected in s oft tissues , no re- l G-

sultant s loughing occurred .

The pat ient ' s arm vrould remain

tender for about forty- eight hours , but ot herwis e the 'JD tients
noted no ill effects .

Phillips ( 19) states that if '1ent othal

i s accident a lly injected int o the tissues around a vein , there
will be moderate to severe inflammat ion, sclerosis , ond ulcertion depending on the amount .
Thrombosis and nhl eb itis are ·: l s8 d· ngers t o be reconlled
·rith.

Payne (30) reports a c se of extAns ive thrombosis f ol-

lowing the injection of a five per c ent s olut ion of nent otha l
into the arm .

It seems as the more conc ent r ated the drug is,

the greater the noss ibility of a phl ebitis, or the more rarel y occurring thrombos is .
Gruhzit , Dax , Rowe, and Dodd (31) have done much experi mental work on animals in connection with the intravenous use
of the short-a ct ing ba rbiturat e drugs .
the most part on a lbino rats .

The work vms done for

They found that at autopsy of the

ani.m..--:i.ls sacrificed or dying follovring the administrati on of
l arge doses of thiobarbiturates revea led extensive pathology
in the lungs , liver , k idneys , and other orgc1.ns·.

Histologic

studies s eemed t o show changes vrhich vcere in general a. lF:::e for
a ll the thi obarb itura:tes of which nent otha l sodium is the most
connnon .
The predominating histdologic changes in a ll the organs
are congest ion , stas i s , and hemorrhage .
-17-

\H th minimal anesthet ic

doses the pathology was ap;o rec iable and as the dose increased
to the maxi mal t olerated dose s , the natholoeic changes become
more severe .

'rhe ac ute respiratory death at the time of, or

shortly after i n j ection generally i s due t o ··evere congest ion
of the lungs .

The a lveolar vm lls become engorged v1ith blood .

Alveolar snaces become smaller .

The i nt ake of oxygen is re-

duc ed resulting in tissue asphxi a .
There i s quite univers:c' l opini on that the se short-a cting
barbiturates are notabl e respiratory depressants , and resp ira tory depression i s one of the f i rst untoward signs acc ompany ing
t he ir admin istration .

Pent ot hal is s upposed t o have a slight

bit more of a respiratory depres sant effect than does evipal .
I n ani mal experimental wor 1: done with the thi obarbituratefi
it was found that small doses inj ected rapidly and l arge doses
injected s lowly ".lroduced c essation of respiration before the
heart stopned beat ing . (27)

The general opinion i s that the

barbiturates seom t o block or at leas t delay the transmiss ion
of impulses from the respiratory center .

(27) (31)

Gruber (27) ad..rni n i stered one hundred millig~ams of nent othal s odium intravenously t o a mon':ey weighing one and eight tenths k illograms and noted that during the injection the respir ations increased from thirty- three to fifty - eight per minute .
Then at the end of injections temporaI"J cessation of resp irati on
oc curred , but without artificial respirat ion or reflex stimulation
- 18-

spontaneous respiration again became estab lished at a rate
above that of the normal fo rty-one resnirations per minute .
During the injection he noted Cheyne- Stokes type of respiration .

~

- 19-

ADVANTAGES

It is natural that there should be ~ome object ion t o
injecting into the circulation a drug thct cannot be aft ervrards wi thdr awn , and therefore objection is s ometimes taken
to the i ntravenous us o of barbiturat es for anesthesia .

i\.ga i nst

this , however , we have the fact that they nre u s ed in extreme
dilution , and catabolize extraordina rily rapidly , leaving no
ill effects behind them.
The advantages of intrav enous anesthes ia, nart iculBrly
with the short-a ct ing barbiturates are very numerous .

In e-

numerating these advantages the idea is merel y to justify the
use of intravenous anesthes i a .
The agents in themselves have the advantage that they are
easy t o C£'. rry ab out .

It requires but a small pl a c e i n i·rhich

to st ore the drugs , and when made up into s olution the qurntity
i s still small compared to the spa c e required f or the inl-ir> lation
anest het ic agent s .

These fa ct s a:f'e of greatest immvrtanc e in

emergencies and >)articula rly in wart i me . ( 32)
In times vrhen explosions are not t o uncommon wi th the
inhalation anesthetics, the short-a cting barb iturates , nent otha l
and evi pal , as ':'. nesthetic agents ,

ga in present an outstandin

advmitagc i n that they are non- exolosive ahd thus get rid of
the fear of explos ion and give added 8afety to both nat i ent and
operating team .

Be ing non- e:xn los ive_and non-infl ammable, the
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can be used with complete ease of mind 8.nd safety in the presence
of cautery and electricity . (32 )
The next advant age of intravenous anesthesia lies in the
fact that the pat ient requires little preparation to rec eive
the anesthetic , and by eett ing rid of many of these or~inary
preparations s ome of the a11xiety on the part of the patient may
be avoided .
Ease of admin i stration is al s o a f a ctor to justify the use
of intrevenous anesthesia .

Of course one must be experienced

and well acquainted with the dPngers i n order to TJr operly use
this method .

(32 ) (33)

The next adv:mtage i s seen after starting the administration
of the anesthetic in the ease and r ap i dity of induction .

(33) (34)

( 35 )

The induction is a quick and quiet event .

This method

has the advantage of caus ing the pati ent t o tra verse from the
first stage to the middl:e of the third stage of anesthesia Hithin
a period of one to three minutes .

Such r ap idity of action is an

improvement over the five to fi ft een n1inute peri od required for
inhalation anesthetics t o take effect . (25)
known .

Excitation i s un-

This i s pa rticularly true of pentothal s odium which has

eliminated even the mus cle spasms and twitchings s o commonly
seen with evipal induction .

In contrast to the induction with

ether or even nitrous oxide...,. there i s no sensat ion of smothering ,
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vertigo, or tinnitus . (36)
The rapidity of recovery is another point that must be
noted in judging this method .

Rec overy is rapid. (37)

The

patient will ordinarily respond nfter ten minutes from the
tilje the anesthetic w-as stopn ed, a lthough the patient may
still sleep for severi:sl hours, and by sleeping may pass
through some of the post-onerative pain .

Although the patient

will awaken in a fevr minutes after the injection is discontinued
at the end of a normal anesthesia , it must be r emembered that
co -ordination and judgment may not return t o noYmal for Anywhere between one to three hours , esp ecia lly if the anesthesia
has b een prolonged . (38)
Post-operatively these drugs r- re most outstanding for the
remarkable absence of nausea and vomiting .

Livinston (39 ) goes

so f ar as to say that nausea and vomiting.does not occur using
evipa l .

Carraway (40) , however, does not find a complete absence

of nausea and vomiting but rather a note worthy infreq_uency.

In

his report of 1900 cases only 125 were nauseated or vomited
following the intravenous use of pentothal or evipal f or anesthesia.
'l'here are s ome advantages to the use of intravenous anesthesia
using the short-a cting barbiturates which are related to the
special fields of surgertJ.

Kassebohm, Schreiber, and Milton,(33)

find several add itional a dvantages in the obstetricBl field ot her
than those mentioned Gbove .

They report that in 250 ob stetrical
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casec neither evipa l or pentothal has produced resp iratory
difficulty or asphyxia in the newborn .

They a lso do not he-

lieve that in any case could either drug be held responsible
for post-partum hemorrhage .
In the urologica l field theDe ~re also a few spec i a l
advantages .

O'Crowley and Cbmelnik (35) mention that the

a ids of part icular note concerning urological surgery are
those of abs enc e of shoc k , absence of nausea and vomiting,
little straining, no ret ching or excitement thereby reducing
the need for i mmed iate intens ive nursinf, .
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DISADVANTAGES AND CONTRAJIIDICATIONS
Although there are a number of dis:e-r~ntages and contrai ndications to the intravenous method of anesthesia with the
short - acting barbiturates , those ·which require the greatest
concern ane relsted to resniration ~nd the resniratory mechanism.
For this reason children under twelve yesrs of age do not usually tolerate an intravenous barbiturate very well. (41)

Because

of the susceptibility t o respriatory depres sion and because of
the diffi culty in maintaining

o

patent a ir'\'lry , its use is not

suggested in children . (13)
Pentothal should not be administered to a patient suffering from dyspnea attributable to respiratory changes or in cases
in which dyspnea nry develop during or after operation .

This is

especially true if there is reason to think that the respiratory
passage is , or may become , obstructed.

(34 )

Cardiac decompensation , bronchiectasis , advanced pulmonary
tuberculosis , astbrna , and emphysema are specific conditions in
whi ch patients have a tendency to respiratory embnrrassment,
and hence should not receive int ravenous barbitur~tes . (13)

Tumors

of the neck which encroach upon the lumen of the glottis or trache
are contraindicat ions to the use of pentothal and evipa l since they
too I!l.2.Y cause respiratory obstruction .
This method is unsuitable for bronchoscopy and to a less
extent for l aryngoscopy , bec&use it tend to contract the bronchi
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and is s omewhat uncertain in abolishing the gag reflex . (42)
At the Lahey clinic as l at~ as 1938 , they believed that intravenous anesthesia was dangerous to use in cases mf tonsillectomy and of tracheal intubat ion, bee n.use of clinical and experimenta l evidenc e obta ined by them , that this type of anesthesia tended to produc e l aryngeal spasm. (43)
Intravenous anesthesia should not be employed in the presence of i ntest i nal obstruction since vomitus may be aspirated
into the trachea nnd embarrass respiration .

(44 )

According t o Adams (45 ) any marked degree of cardia c insaff'iciency contraindicates i ts use .

Patients with congestive

heart disease do not react well t o intravenous anesthesia .

{46)

Thi s method with these agent s should not be used in the
presenc e of marked kidney disease , (42 ) {44 ) a lthough moderate
renal involvement does n ot contra indic ate its use .

This con-

traindication is supported by the fact that the end products
of these drugs are thought t o be excreted by the k idney .
Sinca pentothal and ~vipal are believed to be detoxified
in the liver their use i s contraindic ated in cases of hepatic
damage .

{13) {19) (20 ) {33)

that he has not been aware of

However R. C. Adams (45) states
a:ny

marked cumulative effect in

cases in which the hepatic function has been subnormal .

Yet

he st ill believes it adv±sable t o withhold its use vrhen there is
definitely marked hepatic disea,o e .
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The advisability of adminis-t-ering pentotha l or evipal
int~avenously to a debilitated patient is a debated subject.
Some men (20) (33) (42) call it a definite contraindic · tion.
On the other hand Fulton (37) states that old and debilit ated
pHtients tolerate the drug well although much smaller doses
are necessary to produce adequate surg ic a l anesthesia .
The use of pent othal sodium or evipal sodium is not advised in obstetrics for version or cesarean .

Adequate relax-

at ion is not obt a ined s o that either procedure could be carried
out. (33 ) Also in the case of toxemia the intravenous use of
these drugs is not advised since the possibility of liver damage is already present and we do not wish to add to it . (13) (33)
There are too~ a few technical difficulties to be considered with the use of intravenous anesthes i a .
is sometimes _difficulty in making the in~ection.

First, there
This situation

is most often found in obese individuRl whose veins are small
and deeply situated .

Next , there is the possibility of cerebra l

anemia occurring in patients nho remain in the sitt ing pos ition
for more than eight to ten minutes v,hile this method is being
employed . (20)
The danger of imnroperi y administered anesthes i a are als o
to be considered .

Probably the greatest of these is the tre-

mendous rapidity with which anesthesia msy be induced or deepened . (42)

In a ddition there are the ~angers of venous throm- 26-

bosis (20) (30) and injury to the tis s ues by extravenous injection. (19)
Pentotha l sodium is contraind icated in patient s who
have received sulfanilamide or one of the sulfonamide preoperat ively . (44)

This contraindication exists bec ause both

pentothal and the sulfanilamide derivatives conta in sulfur,
and consequently there is the danger of putting to great a
load on the liver .

Some men still use intravenous anesthesia

in the s e cases but confine the administration t o the use of
evipal a lone, as it cont a ins no sulfur.
Intravenous anesthesia should not be employed by a pers on
inexperienced in its administration and una cqua int ed with its
dangers .

Preferably there should be s ome method of administer -

ing oxygen easily and rapidily ava ilable .
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APPLICATION OF INTRAVENOUS AN'~STHES IA

At the present time the limits and range of intravenous
anesthesia is far from a settled point .

Recent trends esneciall

by those men more enthusiastic about t he use of intravenous
anesthesia , now employ[ng the s hort-acting barbiturates , have
widened its applicability tremendously until they now recommend this method as being pra ctica lly ideal for a lmost any
type of operation. Carraway (24) cla ims t o have used this method
in 3810 consecutive cases without a single mortality and goes
on to state that since no stimulants have been used in the
last 520 consecutive cases 1,rhere nas a l oxygen was used, it is
t he safest poss ibl e anesthetic for all types of cases .

It is

especia lly good for aged patients and for patient in shock .
Yet in spite of this most authors on the subject are of the
opinion that it is most apnlic ab le for minor surgica l procedures. (23) (46) (47) (48)
It seems to be most useful i n procedures r anging from
fifteen to thirty minutes , especially in cas es in which the
op erative procedure does not involve the resp iratory passages
or when extensive muscular relaxation, particularly abdominal ,
is not required . (37)
Genera lly speak ing , intra venous anesthesia is suitable
for patients vrho are in good health, who a re having minor
procedure s , or major operations of not too long duration.
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It has be en found most suitable for the following types of

surgery.
1.

Transuret hral and cyst oscopic nrocedures (49 )

2.

Gynecolog ic operat ions

3 . · Operat ion on the head and nec k , not c ounting brain
4.

Operations U')On the thorax , chest , abdomin· ,1 wall,
and breast

5.

Operat ions upon the brai n , sninal cord, and peri pheral
nerves

6.

Orthop edic procedures , p~rticulnrly the setting of
fra ctures and reducing disloc at ions

?.

Eye , rect a l , and hernia proc edures (40)

s.

Dental cases (50)

9.

Opening of boils

10 .
1.

Biopsy of l ymph nodes
Remova l of tumor, w-art , or cyst f r om sk in

12.~

Dilatation of an abdominal sinus for better dra inaf,e

13 .

To control convulsions such as a dementis of various
kinds a nd del eriums tremens

14.

To treat a fresh burn

15 .

To suture l a cerations

T'.he procedures in the obstetrica l field applica ble t o the
use of intravenous anesthesia vri th evi pP l or p entothal are
g iven by 1 assenholm ( 33) as follm'Ts;
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Low forceps (including episiotomy and repa ir, or repa ir
or lacerations. of first or second degree)
Mid forceps (Mid-F., Kielland rotation, Scanzoni maneuver ,
manual rotation )
Breech extraction (delivery of after coming head by
Piper forceps , Smellie-Veit_ ma.neuver, Martin- Wiegand m<'m euver)
Examination under narcosis
Dilatation and curettage
Manual removal of the pl a cent a
Pa cking of the uterus and va gin~
Spontaneous delivery
Procedures attenpted vrithou"'.; success
Version
Cesarean section
Hutton and Tovell (51) have emphasized the usefulness
of pentothal s odium in evaluating the prognosis in p, tients
with Raynaud ' s disea se .
Following its intravenous administration, the temnerature of the extremities rises to the maxima l point .

If in a

ca se of Raynaud ' s disea se the temperature of the finger f a ils
to rea ch thirty-five degrees centigr a de , one may conclude that
some periphera l vascular condition ex ists , and that section of
the c ervicothoracic synrpathetic nerves will not complet ely
relieve the condition.

In ca ses of ess entia l hypertension , the
-30-

#

lowest point to which the blood pressure falls during 2n injection of the drug (pentothal sodilll11} suffici ent to produce
a maximal rise in the temperature of the extremities f a irly
well indicates the poirut. to which the blood pressure will fall
following neurosurgica l intervention .
Although stated in the section of contraindications that
this method should not be emoloyed in children under twelve
years of age , and only with care in elderly pat ients , this
limit is not a dhered to by all men .
Carraway (40) in his report of 1900 cases st "tes that the
oldest patient in his series was eighty- eight years old and the
youngest was two years of age .

The only reason that he d id not

use intravenous anesthes ia in children under two years of ap,e
was because of the difficulty in finding the veins .

The long-

est operation that he performed was a prostat ic resection in
a patient seventy- eight years old , whic h took t wo hours and
fifty- five minutes .

This was the t :ime for a ci:l:ilal operation

and for control of hemorrhage .

The l argest amount of anesthesia

given was sixty-eight cubic centimeters; this was administered
to a patient thirty- eight y-eare o!B' age. t'or, ~ herniorrhaphy .
The smallest amount used was t wo cubic cent imeters given to a
patient with a ruptured ectopic pregnancy who was on the
borderline of shoe~ .
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Carraway (24) disclaims anot her contra indicat ion which
was previously made when it was stated that int r avenous anest hes i a rms contra i ndicat ed in doing tonsillectomies .

He

states

that he is now doing more tonsillectomies every day .
Carraway (24 ) has a l s o made a list of all the onerat ions
performed and the nuinber of cases of each.

His table is includ-

ed here as one of the most cOIJi,plete and all inclusive to be found
in the litera ture .

It will give s ome idea as to how widely the

drug has been used in sp ite of its supposed l imitations .
Also included here is the cha rt on int rav enous an esthesia
with pentotha l sodium as it appears in the "Annual Renort of t he
Section of Anesthesia at the M'.yo Cldmic for 1939" . (18)

It is

particularly int erest ing in that so much of the initia l wor1.c
and the development of the us e of pentothal s odium as an intra venous anesthetic has t aken place there .

This cha rt shows in

general they type of operations in which pentothal sodium has
been used at the Mayo 6l inic and a l s o gives an idea as to the
relative increas ing use from y ear to year in these various operations sinc e it

v1

s first started in 1 934 .

The chart shows

an increase in the number of times it was used in 1934 to 1939
of from seventy- two up to a lmost s ix thousand in each respective
y eer .

The most marked increas e was in conjunction with orth-

opedic procedures .
Evipal, introduced earlier than pent othal , has been used
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in a large number of cases .

There are on record 250 , 000 cases

in which evipal has been used . (52 ) (53) Jones (53) says , nthe
mortality from the use of evipal is below the small perc entage
of unexpla ined anesthetic deaths from other ane sthetics."
There is anot her condition, a lthough much rarer i s a definite indicat ion for the use of the intravenous barbiturate and that
is in control of convulsions that are ass ociated with general
anesthesia.

(54 ) (55) Mous el (56 ) reported a case of ether con-

vulsions in a child six years old in which s ix or seven cubic
c entimeters of a 2. 5% s olution of pentotha l vrnre given with
oxygen and the convulsions stopped immediatel y .
The question of applicability and advisability of using
int rav enous anesthesia in the doctor's office is one on which
most authors agree and it is their opinion that it should not
be used.

There is an exception made in ca ses where the nar-

cosis i s to be short , where the physician i ns ists the patient
lie down until the effects of the drug has completel y worn.Joff,
and the patient ha s a reliable person t o accompany him home . (48)
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Type

No. Cases

Alexander
Alexander and Appendectomy
Alexander and Perineorrhaphy
Albee's Bone Graft of Back
Amputation of Extremities
Appendectomy
Anplication of Cast
Aspiration of Knee
Burns
Biopsy
Bottle Operat ion for Hydroc ele
Bone Graft in Neck of Femur
Bronchoscopy
Cesarean Section
Cauterizat ion of Cervix
Cholecyst ectomy
Cholecystostomy
Cholecystectomy and Appendectomy
Cholecystectomy , Appendectomy and Ligation of
Gastric Vessels
Circumcision
Colost omy
Craneopl asty
Cryptorchidopl ast ic
Cystocopy
Cystoscopy and Fulguration
Dilatation and Curettage
Diverticulectomy and Appendectomy
Dressings
Encephalogram
Ep ididymot omy
Excision of Hyperglossal Cyst
Excision of Tumor fr om Gum
Explorat ory Laparotomy
Extraction of Teeth
E~isceration Sutured
Eye Operation
Fistula in Ano
Fixation of Ureter to Psoas Muscle
Forcep Delivery
Freeing of Postoperative Adhesions
Gastric Resection
Gangliectomy
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16
17
7
1
?~
682
19
3

8
5

23
19
4
2?
3
58

6
12
1
30
11
8
3

49
1
217
3
13
1
12
?
2
43

46
2
23
48
3

104
8

16
4

Type

No. Cases

Hemorrhoidectomy
Harelip
Herniorrhapby
Hernoirrhapby {Bilateral)
Herniorrhapby and Appendectomy
Hysterectomy
Hysterectomy and Appendectomy
Hysterectomy, Cholecystostomy and Aupendectomy
Hysterectomy, Appendectomy and Perineorrhapby
Hysterectomy and Salpingectomy
Hysterectomy and Herniorrhapby
Hysterectomy, Salpingectomy and Appendectomy
Incision and Drainage
Iliocolotomy
Insertion of B a rne's Bag
Insertion of Steinmann's Pin
Intestinal Anastomosis and Appendectomy
Intussuception and Appendectomy
J;aminectomy
Ligation of Tubes and Anpendectomy
Ligat ion of Tubes and Perineorrhapby
Ligat ion of Tubes, Appendectomy and Perineorrhapby
Lumbar Sympathetic Ganglionecto1ey
Iviastoidectomy
Mamm.ectomy (Simple)
Marmnectomy (Rad ical)
Nephrope:xy
Nephropexy and Appendect omy
Nephrotomy
Nephrectomy
Orchidectomy
Perineorrhapby
Pla stic Operation on Face and Extremities
Posterior Gastroenterostomy
Removal of Ingrowing Toe- Nail
Reduction of Fracture
Reduction of Fracture (Open)
Reduction of Dislocat ion
Removal of Foreign Body
Removal of Hygroma
Removal of Ovarian Cyst
Removal of Ovarian Cyst and Appendectomy
Remova l of Pilonidal Cyst
Resection of Presacral Sympathetic Plexus

123
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2

142
29
18
91
108
3
21
36
1
16
120
1
5
21
2
1
3
13
5
5
2
9
28
28

14
1
13
17
6
69
17
20
3
144
94
11
21

r

33
27
5
3

'I'ype

No. Cases

Removal of Semilunar Cartilage
Removal of Spur from Heel
Removal of Tumor from Skin
Repair of Gun Shot Wound of Abdomen
Res ection of Peptic Ulcer
Resection of Pept ic Ulcer and Appendectomy
Resection of Rectum
Resection of Prostate
Resection of Uterine Nerve and Appendect omy
Seq_uestrectomy
Suturing Lacerations and Tendons
Splenectomy
Salpingectomy
Salp ingectomy and Apuendec t omy
Spinal Puncture
Shortening of Round Ligaments and Appendectomy
Shorten ing of Round Ligaments and Perineorrhaphy
Suprapubic
Skin Graft
Trachelorrhapby
Trachelorrhaphy and Perineo rrhaphy
Thoracostomy
Tonsillect omy
Tbyro idectomy
Urethrotomy {External )
Urethrotomy (Internal)
Urethral Dilatation
Urethral Diverticulect o:myVaginal Hysterect omy
Varicocelecto:myVaricocelecto:my- and Appendect omy
Vasectomy
Ventral Herniorrhapby
Vers ion Extract ion
Wiring of J aw and Extremities
Wiring of Clavicle

24
4
40
2
23
3
4
14
1
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g

128
1
34

46
1
26

l
13
g

9
19
28
26
39
g

12
g

3
6
5

1
3
6
14
16
1

IlrI'RAVENOUS ANESTHESIA VJITH PENTOTHAL
1939 1938 1937 1936 1935 1934 Total
Operations on bra. in, spinal
cord and peripheral nerves

546

389

358

208

76

3

1580

On Eye

119

95

91

89

52

20

466

above)

760

505

535

339

276

9

2424

Dental extractions

20

12

8

22

32

2

96

458

23

4750

Head & Neck (other than

Transurethral & cystoscopic
operat ions and mamipulations 1278 1138 1017 834
668

383

203

137

44

1

1436

544

416

496

291

158

1

1906

for hernia

152

74

68

50

23

Gynecologic operations

1060 809

733

578

147

4

3331

Operations on anu.n

68

74

57

10

1

285

Orthopedic operations
Thorax, thoracic wall ,
breast and axilla
Intra-abdomina l wall &

TOTALS

75

367

5874 4157 3810 2745 1333 72

17, 992

Taken from The Annual Report f or 1939 of the Section on Anesthesia
at the Mayo Clinic. (18)
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TECHNIC OF ADM:DHSTHATION
The a ctual techn ic for preliminary medication and actual
administration of the intravenous drugs is practically similar
for both evipal and nentothal .

Intravenous anesthesfa may be

administered in any one of three ways ;

1.

Single dose

2.

Repeated doe0s

3.

Continuous intravenous infusion

As the use of intravenous anesthesia has increased in
frequency~ the technic of its administrat ion has a lso gone
through refinements and changes .

A brief outline of the admin-

istration of evipal as g iven by Hewer (9 ) shall be included here ,
followed by the detailed method of administering pentothal as
given by Lundy (46 ) who introduced the drug and whose experience is based on more than 12,500 administrations .
Formerly , the nethod employed in administering evipal or
pentothal cons i sted of injecting a dose sufficient to anest~et ize the patient and then immediately injecting another like amount .
The needle was then removed and the operation carried out under
whatever anesthesia occurred as a result of the Amount given .
This was the singl e dose method 11hich is now no l onger in favor
and only occasionally used .

The next improveraont in technic

was t o use the intermittent method of injecting the s olution
which consisted of l~~ving the needl e within the lumen of the
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vein , and after anesthesia had beon induced to inject small
amounts as n ecessary to ma intain anesthesia .

This makes the

intravenous method compa r able to the administration of op en
drop ether .

(58 )
PRELilHHA.RY MEDICATION

It is the consensus of opinion of most authors on this
subject the premedication should be used .

Lundy (58) however

recognizes the fact that there a r e some cases in which preliminare medication is not necessary , and in part icular these are
cas es in which pain must be nbolished hut which require only
five minutes or less to be completed s uch as the removal of
a pack or the extraction of a tooth .
Carraway (40) states that pr eliminary medication is ess ential .

He believes that preliminary medication with atropine and

an opiate is of definite va lue in obtaining satisfactory relaxation and preventing the formation of mucus in the airway .

The

opiate he prefers is pantopon since in his hands he finds that
it preduces much less nausea and vomi t ing .

It seems , however,

that most men ar e still UB.ing morphine as the op i ate .
Lundy ( 58 ) aga in adds to this the fact that with nreliminary medication the .,.mount af anosthet ic agent required to produce anesthesia is reduced .
and more quiet .

Al so the recovery neriod is shorter

The patient is a l s o less aprehens ive and the

trip to the operating room becomes le ss annoy ing to the pat ient .
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Fulton (37 ) writes that proper medic· tion i s of the great est importance i nd that the necess i ty f or atrop i ne cannot be too
strongly urged .

Ac cor~ing to Fulton (37) the preanesthetic ad-

mi nistration of atropine is shmm to be an adequate prophlactic
in the case of parasymnathetic overactivity 1·rhich s ometimes results in a temporary closure of the glottis , or a hyperactive
state of the laryngeal ref le"- , or hi~coughs , or sneezing .

Ri chard

and Grimes (59 ) throu.e;h their pharmacological research supnort
Fulton ' s theory as their fi~dings indicate that atropinization
is advisable pri or to pent othal anesthesia .
EVIPAL ADEINISTRATIOI,-

Evipal administration is suoplied in two sizes of ampules
which require the addition of five and ten cubic centimeters of
water respectively t o obtain a fresh ten per cent eolution .

Here

with evinal sodium three distinct technics of adninistr,:ition can
be employed .
(1) The single- dose method .

The first recommendation for

evipal sodium was that the s olution should be injected at a r ate
not exceed i ng one cubic c entimeter in fifteen seconds unt il cons ciousness was l ost .

The volume injected was noted and an equal

volume added ( in el derl y or feeb l e patients half the volume) .
This metho~ gave about fifteen minutes anesthesia , but a perioc.
of extremely deep narcosis with a low blood TJressure and depressed
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respiration occurred at the be~inning .

These disadvant 2ges

of · t least a minute after the injection of three cubic centi.... meters of the solution .

By this method it is possible for one

practioner to give the anesthetic and then do a m~n6~ operation,
but it is o.bs olutely es sential that a nurse or s ome other helper should hold the head in such a vmy as to keep the jaw forward.
There als o needs to be s omeone present t o insert an artific i al
airway in the event that re13piratory ob struction should occur.
It is Hewer's (9) belief that since t here is a slight drop in
blood pressure neither the s itting postt.ion or the reverse
Trendelenburg positions should be uerraitted during anesthesia
with evirJal sodiurfl.

Similar to any other general anesthetic

this should not be given unles s the stomach i s empty .
{2) The repeated- dose method .

If an anesthetist is ava il-

able the repeated dose method is the method of choice in giving
intravenous anesthesia .

He firs t should inject just sufficient

evipal sodium to abolish the reflex movements.

The needle is

then kept in the vein and very small quantities of the drug are
injected from time to time as required .

By this method the

amount of f a ll in blood pressure and the amount of respiratory
depression are minimized .
(3) The continuous method .

It is possible to employ evipal

sodmum for lengthy operations by adding the drug to a glucos esaline int ravenous infusion .
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This method is probable the one

least in favor sinc e it requires that the uo tient be getting
intravenous fluids and a l s o the ·unount of drug is not regulated, according t o the amount needed .
TECHNICJJ, DESCRIPI'ION OF THE INTRAV'~OUS ADMINISTRAT ION

OF P31-ITOTHAL SODIUM

For the average , dult it is Lundy ' s (46) method to use
one '.nd one- hnlf grains (O . l grams) of pentobarbital or pentobarbital sodium (numbutal ) at bedtime the night before operation .

The next morning he gives the patient t '1e ss.me dose at

about one hour previous to operation .

At about the same time

one- s i xth gra i n ( 0 . 01 gram ) of morphine s~lphate and one-onefiftiet h grain ( 0 . 0004 gram ) are gi ven to the patient by hy podermic injection .

Lundy is firmly convinced and strongly

believes that premedicat ion is nn imp ortant part of the method
of intravenous anesthesia .
He states that if the prel iminFry medication which has
been e;ive~ does not seem t o be effective Fhen anesthesia is
i nduced , an addition2 l amount of morphine , from one- sixth to
one- forth gr ain nay be a dministered intravenously through the
same needle that i s used t o administer the pent othal s od ium .
Then , the effect of the preliminary medication and of morphine
on the patient vrill be def inite and will usually be suff ic ient
so that the usua l amou.~t of or the average amount of pontothal
vlill be all that is needed .

This is of narticular advantage
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in cases in which the patients are large, robust, and resistant
to anesthesia, and to whom it nould othervlise be necessary t o
administer too l a rge amounts of pentothal in order to produce
anesthesia .

In the average case the preparation of t he solution

to be used is carried out irmnediately before its administration .
However in institutions in which the solution is used in a larr,e
number of cases throughout the day many doses of the drug may
be prepared the first thing in the morruing and used during the
day .

Lundy even says t hat if some of the drug has not been used

the same day it was prepared it may be used the following day
provided that i t has been kept in a syringe from the time of
its preparation until its use .
relativezy free fr om the air .

It should be k ept sterile and
The strength of the sQlution

that Lundy advises is a two and one- half per cent solution .
He finds this just as effective as a five per cent solution
•;hen injected twice as rapidly .

It also gives the anesthetist

an additional factor of safety a s he can less r ap idly overdose
an individual with a two and one- half per cent s olution than
with a five per cent solution .

Also he states that with a

five per cent solution phleb i t is occurs once in about a thousend
cases , with a t wo and one- half per cent solution phlebitis
only occurs about once in three thousand cases .

The ext ravenous

injection of wither a tvm and one-ha lf or a five per cent s olution does not cause any un,t;oward results .
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At one time it was the vogue to mix ana leptics, such
as coramine with the solution of pentothal s odium in an
attempt t o promot e better ventilat ion.

Lundy has not found

it necessary to use coramine in this connect ion routinely ,
however, in some cases he has given it intravenouslv and alone
after the in j ection of pentothal has b een sto:;iped in an effort
t o arouse the patient.

Coramine like a ll other vasoconstric-

tors and stimulants tends to r a ise the blood pressure and in
most cases will produce a temporary definite stimulation which
is usually interpreted as a recovery from the anesthetic .
Benzidrine has been reconnnended for this purpose and a l s o
ephedrine , adrenaline , and other agent s , but the general proposition that

vasoconstrictor will give a hypertensive effect

is the basis of explanation for the use of these drugs .

This .

fit s in nicely with the experien.ue of those who have had to anesthetize hypertensive individuals and find that the induction
of anesthesia by the inha l ation method is oft en prolonged and
difficult unles s s ome drug which will lower blood pressure is
administered prior t o, or during , the period of induction,
so that the systolic pressure will definitely be lowered instead of the usual elevation .

If the intravenous injection of

the anesthetic do es not lower the blood J r essure it may produce
a moderate elevation .

In the l atter case one might surmise

that the elevation of blood pressure might have been much greater
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if the intravenous anesthesia had not been given, but rather
some ·o t-her type of anesthetic had been given.

In the case

where the blood pres sure does rise to a verr' high point in
spite of the use of intravPnous anesthetic s ome other drug
must be used to lower the blood pressure .
Lundy finds it most convenient to use a needle with a
short bevel .

His choic e is a twenty gauge needle that is

one and one- fourth inch long .

In come cas es in which the

patients are very sensitive a wheal is raised in t he skin
at the site of venipuncture with preca ine, but most Dati ents
do not object to the use of

G

needle if it is sharp .

Lundy ' s

technic f or veni puncture which is rel ativel y s i mpl e is as
follows .

He chooses a vein in the anticubital fossa of the

arm or in the ankle which is palpable.

If , after a tourniauet

is applied , the ve in seems large enough to ad.'Tlit the needle
the skin over it is pa inted with an ant is eptic solution such
a s metaphen or merthiolate .

The vein is stretched tightly by

the anesthet ist by usi~g the tourniquet as an anchor .
1

The

attachment of the vein to the tissues makes it 1)ossible to
stretch the vein by pulling t>h the patient·' s s k in a short
distance from the s ite of venipuncture .

The distance from the

tourniquet to the point of venipuncture , shouild oe short .(ahout
two inches) .

It is customary to grasp the plunger by the

fingers of the right hand and the thumb should be pressed
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against the bar rel of the syringe .

As soon as the bevel of the

ayringe.needle has perforated t he skin tho asp irat ion should
be carried out by producing negative pressure in the barrel
of the syringe .

In this way the moment the needle enters t he

vein blood will appear in the svringe and one nill ~ot be in
doubt ~13 to where the point of t he needle is .

After the needle

is ip_ the vein the tourniquet whould then be i mmediately removed and one cubic c entimeter of the s olution injected to be
still more sure that the point of the needle is withih ~he vein
llllll.en .

In the cases in which tiny veins are to be used, t he

bevel of the needl e should be held dovm , t hat is , against the
sk in at the time of insertion .

If the vein is l ar r·e the bevel

of the needle may be held up .
Lundy has an a id for veninuncture in patients .-,ho have
small veins .

Heat i s applied to the extremity for fifteen to

twenty minutes prior to injection .

As a result of the heat t he

extremity will become congested with blood so that TThen the tourniquet is applied and the patient is asked to clench his fist ,
the veins , even though snall , will be vrnll dilated and venipuncture cRn be done .
If a vein in the ankle is to be used one must be SlJ.retto
determine whether or not varicos e v e ins are present .

In the

case va ricose veins are present the solution must be injected
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more s lowly than usual and the blood in the vein should be
massaged touard the lmee to increase the flow of blood so
that the patient will receive the drug steadi,ly and will not
receive a sudden overdose .
As soon as the surgeon is ready for the natient to he nnesthetized the injection is begun .

In the avernge a dult it

is LHndy 's practice to inject about five or six cubic centimeters of a t\·10 and one-ha lf per c ent solution and then ask
the pat ient to count at the rate of r bout one per second .

If

the count r eaches fifte en and the natient does not show 1" igns
of drous iness an additional two cubic c entimeters of t he <;elution
is injected .

If the patient does not show s igns of drowsiness

in another five seconds an additional two cubic c ent i meters
is given .

This is r epeated every five or ten seconds until the

patient does become drowsy and ceases to count .

!i.t this point ,

if the operation is one which t akes place below the l evel of

the clavicle , the patient m1-y be moved into the onerating posit ion and the oper at ion may be started .

If the oneration i s to be

on the s ide of the nec'k: and the lesion is inflmnmatory, the
incision should not be made whon the pat ient first goes to
sleep but a period of a mitnute or tvro should elapse and then
a second injection of the drug should be g iven s o that the
patient will be deeply anesthetized .

Under light anesthesia an

incision made in the nresence of an inflammat ory lesion may
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effect the carotid s i nus reflex and cause a sudden cessation
of the heart beat .

This is not SUPDosed to occur under deep

anesthes ia.
I n cases in which ma.ni pulat ion of the mouth and pharynx
are t o be carried out such as bronchos copy , the mucous membranes of the pha rynx should be_ anesthetized wit h a local
anesthetic before the int ravenous anesthesia i s begun.

If an

intratracheal tube i s to be i nserted under intravenous anesthesia the throat shou.ld be sprayed wit h a five or ten per cent
solution of butyn or met y ca ine and a mouth prop should be
Placed between t he teeth on the left s ide of the mouth .

The

l aryngos cope should be inserted as far over the t ongue as
poss ible without caus ing the patient discomfort .

Then the

venipuncture should be carried out and from five to ten cubic
centimeters of t he s olution of pentotha l should be injected
q_uickly .

As soon as the patient shovrs s igns of being asl eep

the l aryngos cop e s hould be quickly advanced to the oropharynx .
The epiglottis should be picked up and t he tube i nsert ed between the two vocal cords .

This must be done deliberately s o

that a second attempt will not be neces sary , fo r as s oon as
the tube strikes the voca l cords and f a ils to enter the l ar ynx
a laryngeal spasm oft en occurs .

A laryngeal spasm having once

occurred , the patient is i n a critica l condition becoming very
cyanotic .

This i s especially true in cases in which the throat
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has not been cocainized .

If cyanos is occurs the nat ient will

have to be given oxygen .
In operat ions which are to be intra- abdominal Lundy uses
a block- of the abdominal wall v,hich is done just before or
during the time that the intravenous injection i s being made .
An infiltration of the line of incision may be done .

The loca l

anesthesia produced by this technic assi sts in maki ng the incision and closing the wound .
In cases where only minor operat ions are to be done light
anesthesia i s all that i s required and in such cases the pat ient
,Till be able to vent ilate himself v1ith a ir suff icient l :r t o m:' intain a good color .

In cases where deep anesthes i a is nec essary

for oper at ions in the abdomen , the simultaneous administ rat ion
of oxygen brings about a very beneficial result .

The resistance

to expiration and inspiration seems to make a difference in the
breathing of the anesthetized patient , but this i s probabl', due
to the a fclUllulation of carbon dioxide from rebreathing in the
apparatus .
tration .

Most patients do not persp ire during the adminis The systolic blood pressure n ill be lowered somewhat

(about t wenty millimeters of mercury) but at any time the intravenous injection of ephedrine (twenty- five milligrams) will
usuall y rai se the blood pressure .
The usual effect of a barb i turate in delaying the onset
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of shock uill be less following the use of pentothal s odium
than it will be when the longer acting barbiturates have been
used .

The use of pentothal as an anesthetic or nUJubuta l as

preliminary medication usually give the des ired effect which
is a del1;_y in the onset of shock which might otherwise have
occurred earlier if a barbiturate had not been used .
In many inst ances sulfanilamide is us ed for the preparation of patients preoperativel y .

Lundy suggests that when full

doses of sulfanilamide have been given, that .e vipal sodium
should be used instead of pentot hal s odium as t he l atter cont a ins sulfur and may produce untoward result s .

It is admitted

that there is little clinica l proof of this contention but
it is still felt that evipal is the preferred agent , although
Lundy questions whether or not any barbiturate s hould be used .
Hewer (60) states that it is vmll known that the simultaneous administration of sulfanilamide and drugs containing
sulphur may cause a suphhemoglobinemia in certain individua ls,
and consequently this possibility exists if a patient were to
receive both pentothal and sulfanilamide .
Carraway (24) who as previously mentioned has used this
method of anesthesia in 3810 consecutive cases has a f ew differences in technic worthy of note .

In the first place premedi-

cation although similar is given only thirty minutes prior t o
operation .

Next a nasal catheter is measured and attached to a
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gauge on an o~gen cylinder and o:rrgen is administered by
means of the catheter all through the operation .
In

.ost cases , especiall".'"" follm·ring operations of one

hears diL~tion or longer , or if more than one gram of uentou:filli have been given , it is not necessary to g ive morphine
os.;-operatively until the patient is conscious ,•. bec i= use of
tne period of amnesia .

When it is necessary to give morphine

because of restlessness i t should only be given in small
sivided doses such es one- sixth or ohe- twelfth grain . (61)
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COllBii.iATim: OF I NTRI-1.V=:NOUS ANTI OTHER T:fPES .AND METHODS OF

ANFSTHESIA
Intravenous, Nitrous Oxide, and Oxygen Anesthe s i a
Intravenous anesthesia has been used in cor.1binat ion
-ith nitrous oxide and oxygen.

Both evipa l sodium and pen-

t othal s odium have been us ed as the intravenous agents, and
in gener~.1 their a ctions and results are similar .

Although it i s questionable whether this comb inat ion has
any 2dvantage over the intravenous method alone , t here are

several comment s to be made about it.

Organe and ~road (62)

state that the pl easantest form of anesthesia from the point
of view both of agreeable induction and of absenc e

01

1.m de-

si~able after-effects, are provided by nitrous oxide and the
short- acting barbiturates.
Mallins on (63) states that pentothal can be used in combination with gas and oxygen , and that t his method is excellent
where ether is contra indicated .

Widenhorn ( 64) speaks quite

similarly for evipal say ing it has proved of particular value
when used for induction, or combined with, or to prolong nitrous
oxide anesthes ia.
Either nitrous oxide or intravenous anesthesia Alone have
a limited scope according to the supporters of this combined
method . (62) (64) Nitrous oxide is limited by the absence of any
marked degree of mus cular relaxation, and the barbiturates by the
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rather prolonged s leep that f ollows .

Thus it was f elt that a

combination of t he t wo would overcome the i ndividual limitations
of each and extend the range of applicability .
According to the lit erature on t hi s sub ject it would s eem
that pent othal had been used a greater number of times t han
evipal in conjunction with the nitrous oxide and oxvgen .

Prob -

a bly the largest singl e series so far reported i s the two hundred· thirty six cases of Organe and Broad . (62 )
This combination can be used in all t ypes of c ases in
which innravenous anesthesia a lone was previous l y desc r ib ed as
being indicated plus cases of a ctive or l at ent pulmonary disease
such as asthma , chrmni c bronchitis , and tuberculosis .
The contraindications are a l so simila r to those previously
given for i ntravenous anesthesia with the exc eption of pulmonar:r
conditions .
The same t yp e of premedication is used and then anesthesia
is firs't induces by the intravenous rout e .

After the patient i s

anesthetized the mask is applied and about eighty;five per cent
nitrous oxide and fifteen per cent oxygen is given .

During the

course of anesthesia the evipa l or pentothal i s only g iven as
greater depth i s required .
Anesthesia thus produced i s smooth and uneventful .

Breathing

is quiet and slow but fuller than with pentothal a l one . (62)
Thi s method reduces the amount of intravenous drug used to about
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one- half the amount re~uired when used alone .
Combined Intravenous and Spinal Anesthesia
The combined use of intravenous and sp ina l anesthesia
does seem to be of some clinica l value .

In general it is used

in the same situations as the combination of intravenous with
any other t ype of anesthes ia might be used .
Widenhorn {64 ) states that this nethod i s i ndicated in
psychially liable patients or excited patients for more easilv
handling .

He finds that after giving onlv a fev· cubic c ent i-

meters of eviual he can insert the spinal needle i nt o the subarachnoid space without causing any pi in, and thus the breaking
of the needle b' ' the agitated pt..t ient is avoided .
The intravenous anesthet ic in these cases can also be use6.
to give added depth when necessar:7 or to quiet a natient who becomes excited duri ng onerat ion .

It may a l so be used to provide

anesthesia above the level to which the spinal anesthetic reaches
or to prolong the anesthetic . (65 )
\Then spinal anesthes i a is employed the intravenous method
may serve to eliminate or control nausea or vomiting and retching
especially for onerations on the uuper part of the abdomen . (66)
When using this comblination the intravenous agent must be
administered very s lowly, and t he <inesthet ist must vratch carefully for depressive condit ions suggestive of oversosage .

~he

blood pressure and respiration should be given particular etten- 54-

tion .

If difficulties arise the intravenous anesthetic should

be discontinued and oxygen ad1ninistered .
The contraindi cat ions as well as the advantages of this
combination are quite similar to those previously described
for intravenous anesthes i a .
This method has not been widely used as yet but st ill
presents potentialities .
Intravenous Combined With Local Anesthes ia
The intravenous use of pentothal sodium or evinal sodium
combined with local anesthesia has a definite plaue in the field
of anesthesia .

It a llows the least amount of general anesthetic

to be used while still giving relief from pain .

The a dded in-

travenous anesthesia in turn overcomes the limitations of local
anesthes ia and hence widens the field of loca l anesthesia knowing there is alw~ys a general anesthetic easily available if
needed .
The intravenous method I:1ay be used when necessary to extend
the operation beyond t he area anesthetized locally or when the
local anesthes i a i s not sufficient . (64)
Widenhorn ( 64) stat es that vrhen local an est hes ia i s employed,'
in abdominal or inguinal hernia restle ssness or pa in from pulling
on the cord may be distress ing , and in such cases a few cubic
centimeters of evipal will enable the surgeon to continue undisturbed .

He finds the same_aituation in doing thyroidectomies un-55-

der loca l anesthes i a .
Lundy and Hunt (67) are finding that using this comb ination
of anesthesia they can successfully do cesarean sections vlith
minimal risks .

They claim that the local anesthesia would be

the ideal type to be used , but with pentothal s odium combined
they can overcome the compl aints arising from the use of loca l
anesthesia alone .
The intravenous anesthesia is an especia lly hel uful adjunct
t o loca l anesthes i a in fra cture surgery .
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SUMMARY

l.

Intravenous anesthesia as described and used at present
is a comparativel y new method of nroducing anesthesia
which is worthy of conaideration .

2.

The short- a cting barbiturate drugs , evipal s odiura and
pentothal s odium , are t he best anesthet ic agents for
intravenous use a t t he present time .

3.

Resp iratory difficulties and embarrassment a re the great est daneers accompany ing the use of int ravenous evipal or
pentotha l t o produce anesthesia .

4.

There is no danger of explosion .

5.

There i s only a minimal naus ea and vomiting .

6.

Induction and recovery is r ap id .

7.

There is an increa sing widespread use of intravenous anest hesia .

8.

Premedication is beneficial , namel y atrop ine and an op i ate .

9.

The intermittent or repeated dose method is the best way
to admin ister intravenous anesthesia .

10.

For use in longer operat ions the simultaneous administration
of oxygen is beneficial .
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